V10 includes the following new features, updates and bug fixes.

**New Remote Control for Distance Learning**
Optional module upgrade to run distance-based simulations across the globe

**Zoll EMV+ Ventilator**
New optional premium screen

**Slider Controls Option**
Now you can easily switch to the well known slider control from ALSi in REALiTiv10
The following list shows the additional updates, features, and bug fixes that come with the V10 release:

**Additional New Features:**
- New optional Remote Control Module which allows the REALITi Monitor, Chart and Camera to be controlled remotely by the Control iPad over the internet
- New optional Zoll EMV+ Ventilator premium screen
- New slider control option to control vital sign parameters
- New ability to manually send a 12 lead print out from Control

**Updates and Improvements:**
- Device type filters to the main menu
- Preview toggle to the scenario story editor
- Portuguese, Russian, and limited Turkish language support added to REALITi
- Alarm configuration for the Philips IntelliVue MX800 Premium Screen Simulation
- Ability to zoom in on the LIFEPAK® 1000 Defibrillator Premium Screen Simulation
- Limited checklist grade range from -20 to 20

**Bug Fixes:**
- Audio now plays through connected Bluetooth devices
- Removed .0 for some integer parameters on the generic screen
- Fixed bug that sometimes prevented Camera and Control preview working properly on some older iPads
- Legacy ALSi scenarios can now be imported into REALITi
- Imported media can now be bundled into exported scenarios
- Revel Ventilator portrait mode now working
- Welch Allyn Connex® VSM 6000 Premium Screen Simulation now able to show Fahrenheit
- Fixed scroll through for scenario history windows with a long text
- Fixed Waveform stalling when screen recording
- Fixed rare bug that stopped some devices from showing the photo library
- Removed the gear icon on the bottom right side of monitor screen
- Fixed ghosting of labels on Phillips MRx Premium Screen Simulation
- Fixed bug that sometimes prevented scenarios to download from COMMUNiTY
- Various other fixes and stability improvements

Get the V10 Build for your REALITi 360 Patient Monitor Simulator in your App Store.

**Previous Version Release Notes - Main Updates:**

**Version 9, March 2020**
- Critical Care Waveforms - CVP, ICP, PAP
- Multiple ECGs are 12 Lead
- Masks for Laryngoscopy, Ultrasound and Radiographs
- COVID 19 Scenarios

**Version 8, October 2019**
- Optional Schiller DEFIGARD and PHYSIOGARD Touch 7
- New iSimulate Community
- Laboratory results on Monitor screen
- Dark Mode supported in settings